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NEW SDG CO-CHAIRS: AMIDST the growing number of development
crises facing the world, United Nations Secretary-General, António Guterres,
on Wednesday, announced Prime Minister Mia Amor Mottley of Barbados and
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau of Canada as new Co-Chairs of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) Advocates group. “The Sustainable Development
Goals are the world’s blueprint to build a healthier, greener and sustainable future by 2030,” Guterres said in making the announcement last week.
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GUYANA-CANADA MOU: Guyana President Dr Irfaan Ali oversaw the
signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the Government
of Guyana and the Canadian Commercial Cooperation at the Office of the Presidenton Tuesday. The MoU is intended to facilitate cooperation, participation in
discussions and exchange of information considered to be of mutual interest
and benefit regarding the identification and development of opportunities related to the procurement of Canadian goods and services identified for consideration by select ministries or departments, agencies or organisations of the
Government of Guyana. The MoU was signed by Finance Minister Dr Ashni
Singh and the Canadian Minister of International Trade, Export Promotion,
Small Business & Economic Development, Mary Ng. Prior to the signing of the
MoU, President Ali and a high-level cabinet team featuring Dr Ashni Singh;
Minister of Public Works, Bishop Juan Edghill; Minister of Agriculture, Zulfikar Mustapha; Minister of Tourism, Industry and Commerce, Oneidge Walrond; and Minister within the Ministry of Public Works, Deodat Indar met with
Ng and her delegation.
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* Providing compassionate client centred service with The Royal
Bank for 18 years
* Various roles ranging from front line client services to team
leadership, inclusive of management
* Assisting clients in achieving their financial goals
* Greater than 10 years of experience in guiding clients to
successful home ownership

Call Sriharan at 416-836-2230
or via email Sriharan.parameswaran@rbc.com
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Ontario staying the course, not bringing
back mask mandates in spite of 6th wave
By Niraj Sharma
If you are worried that pandemic
restrictions might come back now that a
6th wave of Covid has been confirmed
in Ontario, you can breathe a sigh of relief.
The province’s health minister says
that her government is “staying the
course” and is unlikely to reimpose public health restrictions, even as some
local officials urge their residents to
keep masking in indoor public settings.
Christine Elliott made the comment to reporters during a funding announcement at North York General
Hospital on Thursday afternoon.
Her comments come with COVID19-related hospitalizations on the rise
and the head of Ontario’s Science Advisory Table now warning that a sixth
wave of the pandemic has arrived in the
province.
Several local medical officers of
health have also urged their residents to
continue masking as a precaution, including Ottawa’s Dr. Vera Etches who
wrote a letter to Chief Medical Officer
of Health Dr. Kieran Moore earlier this
week about the “concerning” levels of
COVID transmission in the nation’s
capital.
“At this point it doesn’t appear necessary that we need to take any further
precautions but we will continue to follow it and as Dr. Moore gives us advice
we will certainly be ready to take it,” El-

Ontario Chief Medical Officer Dr Keiran Moore puts on his mask during a news conference

liott said. “But we have the capacity in
our hospitals now, we have a highly vaccinated population and we do have the
antivirals now, which we are receiving
more and more of. If we need to take
any further measures we will but so far
it doesn't appear that we need to do
that.”
The Ford government lifted the
mask mandate in most settings earlier
this month and plans to remove all remaining public health restrictions by the
end of April.

Hospitalizations up
Ontario is reporting the highest number of COVID-19 hospitalizations in
nearly two months and five net new virus-related deaths on Tuesday.
There are currently 1,366 patients with the virus in hospitals across the
province, up from 1,091 a week ago, according to the Ministry of Health. Today
marks the highest number of hospitalizations since Feb. 16 when 1,403 people
were receiving care.
Forty-five per cent of hospital patients were admitted to hospital for COVID19-related reasons and 55 per cent were admitted for other reasons but also tested
positive for the virus, according to the ministry.
Among the latest hospitalizations, 190 are in intensive care, compared to 173
this time a week ago. On Monday Chief Medical Officer of Health Dr. Kieran
Moore says that he expects the number of people in the ICU with COVID-19 will
continue to rise and could eventually hit 600 at the peak of this wave. The ministry says 64 per cent of ICU patients were admitted for COVID-19 and 36 per
cent were admitted for other reasons and subsequently tested positive for the
virus. Another five deaths that occurred in the past month were added to the
province’s COVID-19 death toll Tuesday.

However, wastewater surveillance
is now pointing to an exponential rise in
COVID-19 transmission that has some
public health experts concerned about
another wave of the pandemic.
Against this backdrop, Chief Medical Officer of Health Dr. Kieran Moore
has stopped holding the briefings on
COVID-19 that have unfolded throughout the pandemic, leaving Ontarians
with less information than they were
given in previous waves.
“He's not doing the regular interviews as he used to do because as I said
before we're now at a stage where the
peak of the pandemic has passed, subject to new variants but none that we
know of at this point,” Elliott insisted on
Thursday. “We need to get on with our
life and learn to live with COVID as it

still exists with us, but I think it's very
good news, in fact, that he's not doing
weekly updates because we have moved
past that at this point.”
There are currently 807 people in
hospital with COVID-19, up roughly 22
per cent from this time last week.
Speaking with reporters, Elliott
said that the rise in cases and hospitalizations was “not unexpected” given the
lifting of many restrictions.
But she said that Moore “is of the
view that at this point we are able to
now learn to live with some continued
cases of COVID.”
“Unfortunately it is not going away
completely just yet but we need to move
on and continue with the reopening of
our economy so that people can get back
to a more normal way of life,” she said.
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First draft of Hemp Bill will regulate Marijuana industry in Guyana
AS local and foreign investors anxiously await the start of hemp cultivation
in Guyana, government is in possession
of the first draft of a bill that will govern
the operations of the industry.
This disclosure was made recently
by Attorney-General and Minister of
Legal Affairs, Anil Nandlall, S.C, during
his Facebook programme, “Issues in the
News.”
In providing an update on the proposed piece of legislation, he said that
the bill is expected to be “advanced and
sophisticated.”
He noted that government is taking
the necessary steps to produce an entire
governance structure that will regulate
the way hemp is cultivated in Guyana.
“The Hemp Bill is in its first draft
so a lot of people … a lot of organisations, both in and out of Guyana are interested and have demonstrated a deep
and clean interest in the hemp legislation.
The bill is in its first draft and is
being considered by the government and
the government will determine what the
next steps are,” the Attorney General
said.
Guyana’s Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (Control) Act 1988
provides for the criminalisation and pos-

Guyana Attorney General Anil Nandlall

session of, and trafficking in narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances and
cultivation of certain plants, among
which cannabis is included by virtue of
Section 3 of the First Schedule.
This legislation prohibits the cultivation of hemp in Guyana.\
In July 2021, government approved
the Guyana Hemp Policy which paves
the way for cultivation of industrial
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hemp.
A legal and regulatory framework
is currently being crafted before the first
hemp seed can be planted.
Minister Nandlall noted that this
bill will stipulate not just the legality and
governance structure for the sector, but
will also outline the areas that hemp will
be cultivated and the requisite qualifying
factors for cultivators.
Guyana will be one of a limited
number of Caribbean countries to introduce a Hemp Bill.
According to Minister Nandlall,
given the potential magnitude of the sector, the decision was taken to create a bill
instead of following the pattern of other
Caribbean countries that opted to regulate the sector through amendments to
existing narcotics laws.
“I believe it’s a good bill. We look
at various territories in the Caribbean
and North America and even Europe. In
the Caribbean there is not much to look
at. I think Antigua and Barbuda is the
only territory with a draft bill. The others
permit the cultivation of hemp through
the amendment, minor amendments to
the dangerous drugs law or their narcotics law, that is how they allow for the
cultivation and production of hemp,” he
told viewers.
The Attorney General noted that
with this first draft of the bill completed,
it could be expected that the bill will be
presented in parliament “very shortly”.
This announcement by the Attorney
General is in keeping with government’s
vision of fast tracking the commencement of work in this multimillion-dollar
sector.

During a recent press conference,
President Dr. Irfaan Ali had encouraged
persons who are currently planting marijuana to repurpose their lands and other
resources to facilitate the local production of hemp.
He had noted that they already have
the necessary skills and other resources
to benefit from what he described as a
great investment opportunity.
“Great opportunity lies ahead in
terms of the hemp industry and what it
can do in terms of the technological
push, construction material, pharmaceuticals. I have looked at some numbers,
unbelievable numbers on the return per
acre and I have a duty, the government
has a duty to analyse all of this,” he
added.
Co-Founder of Guyana Hemp Industries (GHI), Michael Kirton, in a recent interview with this publication had
said that President Ali’s announcement
of plans to steer marijuana farmers towards hemp cultivation is encouraging.
For him, this is a sign of “great
promise” for the recognition and legalisation of hemp in Guyana.
Kirton had told the Guyana Chronicle that the President’s announcement is
an indication of government’s intention
to reduce the production of marijuana
and that this drug will be replaced by
hemp, which does not possess the chemical found in the marijuana plant that is
responsible for the “euphoria” experienced by persons who use it.
“Hemp is now in the spotlight in
Guyana and many Guyanese are now interested in investing in hemp. In keeping
with the announcement by the President.
We fully support him, because as the
President said they have the skills to
plant marijuana, so they have the knowhow to plant hemp,” Kirton had said.
Over 25,000 different commercial
by-products, including a super food,
clothes, and construction materials, fuel,
medicines, paper, plastic, textile and
countless other products, can be produced from hemp.
The hemp fibre has great tensile
strength and durability, and is used to
produce more than 5,000 textile products, ranging from rope to fine laces. The
wood ‘hurds’ remaining after the fibre
has been removed contains more than 77
per cent cellulose.
Additionally, hemp plants contain
low levels of the intoxicating phytocannabinoid known as Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), for which marijuana
is well known.
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Prime Ministers Mottley, Trudeau, new
Co-Chairs of SDG Advocates group
AMIDST the growing number of
development crises facing the world,
United Nations Secretary-General, António Guterres, on Wednesday, announced Prime Minister Mia Amor
Mottley of Barbados and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau of Canada as new
Co-Chairs of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Advocates group.
“The Sustainable Development
Goals are the world’s blueprint to
build a healthier, greener and sustainable future by 2030. With the clock
ticking and multiple crises driving us
further off track, we must do everything in our power to deliver the
SDGs,” UN Secretary-General, António Guterres, said.
He added: “I’m pleased that
Prime Minister Mottley and Prime
Minister Trudeau will help lead advocacy to do just that.”
In her address after being appointed, Prime Minister Mottley said:
“Let us seize the moment to move forward, together, to ensure the full implementation of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development by the end
of the Decade of Action and Delivery
on the Sustainable Development
Goals.”
The Barbadian Prime Minister

Prime Ministers Trudeau, Mottley share a light moment

has campaigned extensively for climate action and debt sustainability in
middle-income countries and small
states. In 2021, she was awarded the
Champions of the Earth Award for her
leadership.
Sharing his thoughts, Prime Minister Trudeau said: “To build a better
future for people and the planet, we

must all place the values of inclusion
and sustainability at the heart of everything we do. The 17 Sustainable Development Goals aim to create a world
that is fair, equal, and peaceful, with
clean air and clean water for everyone.
“As Co-Chair of the SDG Advocates group, I look forward to rallying
countries, governments, the private

sector, and others, to come together to
accelerate our progress and continue
to raise our voices – and our ambition
– on the path to 2030.”
Prime Minister Trudeau has been
a strong advocate for climate action
and nature protection, the empowerment of women and girls around the
world, and ensuring an inclusive and
resilient recovery from the COVID-19
pandemic.
The SDG Advocates are influential leaders who support the SecretaryGeneral in raising global ambition and
action to keep the promise of the
SDGs.
The previous Co-Chairs, President Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo
of Ghana and former Norwegian
Prime Minister Erna Solberg have led
the group since 2016 and 2014, respectively. The Secretary-General has
thanked them for putting the SDGs on
the global political agenda.
President Akufo-Addo and former Prime Minister Solberg will continue to stay engaged as Co-Chairs of
the SDG Advocates Emeritus Group, a
group of alumni Advocates who continue to support the achievement of the
SDGs

CCJ President praises Guyana’s hybrid system
PRESIDENT of the Caribbean
Court of Justice (CCJ), Justice Adrian
Saunders, has praised Guyana’s commitment to strengthening its “hybrid”
legal system to promote the rule of law.
Justice Saunders was, at the time,
delivering the keynote address at the
Guyana Bar Association (GBA)’s dinner, which was held on Saturday, April
9, at the Marriott Hotel.
The dinner ended a week of activities held by the association in celebration of the inaugural Law Week under
the theme, “Advancing the rule of law
under the new normal.”
“Our [CCJ] role as your final
court of appeal is particularly humbling
because this country is truly special.
Your land space can easily swallow up
all of the rest of CARICOM. You are
one of a few states in the region with a
hybrid legal system,” Justice Saunders
said.
He explained that Guyana has the
most advanced Constitution of the English-speaking countries in the
Caribbean and goes out of its way to
pay specific and due regard to the aspirations of young people and, importantly, to the status of women.

President of the Caribbean Court of Justice, Justice Adrian Saunders

“Importantly, Guyana is also the
only CARICOM Constitution that so
fulsomely assures its citizens of what
some refer to as second generation
human rights. And today, while many
developing states may only aspire to
the full satisfaction by the state of those
economic and social rights, Guyana is
now blessed with the wherewithal to
realise them,” he said.
Justice Saunders added that, in

2018, when the CCJ delivered its landmark ruling in the famous ‘Third Term
Case’, it paid tremendous credit to the
Guyana constitution reform exercise
which was completed in 2001 under
the leadership of the then Speaker of
the National Assembly, Ralph
Ramkaran.
“Many CARICOM states have
commissioned constitution reform exercises, but Guyana is one of the few

states where such an exercise was carried right through to a successful conclusion. So, yes, we are proud to be of
service to Guyana,” he said.
The CCJ President also spoke
highly of the legal reform system,
which he said is now “dynamic, responsive and innovative” since it has
established sexual offences, juvenile,
and drug treatment courts.
“It is a fact that over the last ten or
so years we have been witnessing a series of steady reforms in the administration of justice of this country. The
trajectory is certainly trending in an excellent direction,” he said.
To attest to the legal reform in
Guyana, Justice Saunders highlighted
the recent commissioning of the $37.8
million Kwakwani Magistrate’s Court
and the electronic case management
system, which is expected to be installed soon.
“… I am optimistic about the future. I can confidently say to Guyana,
to the judiciary of Guyana and in relation to the administration of justice in
this country, we all have this in common. The road ahead looks bright. Our
best years are ahead of us…” he said.
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Guyana abstains from critical UN
vote but says it stands with Ukraine
ALTHOUGH Guyana abstained
from voting on the suspension of Russia from the United Nations Human
Rights Council, President Dr Mohammed Irfaan Ali on Friday emphasised that the country’s position on the
invasion of Ukriane remains the same.
“Let me be clear. We are very
strong against this war, we are very
strong against the invasion in Ukraine,
we stand solidly with the rest of the
world in condemning the war and in
asking Russia to go back to diplomacy
and in having this war brought to an
end. That is without any doubt,” the
President said.
On Thursday, the United Nations

Guyana President Irfaan Ali during a recent address to the UN

General Assembly (UNGA) voted to
suspend Russia from the organisation’s
human rights body, based on allegations that Russian soldiers attacked and
killed civilians during the invasion of
Ukraine.
Like Guyana, Barbados, Belize,
St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, Suriname and Trinidad and
Tobago, also abstained.
In total, there were 93 votes cast
in favour of the resolution and 24
against, while 58 countries abstained.
According to President Ali,
Guyana is working along with CARICOM and its position was based on a
decision at the CARICOM level.
“We are working with CARICOM. We are coordinating an information flow and so to understand what is
happening in the rest of the region because this was something that came up
very quickly, you would appreciate
that, and its weighty decision,” he said
adding:
“This matter was discussed among
[CARICOM] heads and there is an ongoing process. There are two things
that are happening. The UN has
launched a process of doing the investigation to come upon the factual basis
on what is happening in terms of
human rights violations and what we
have said is that once that report comes
out then the findings of that report must
be respected,” he added.
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Guyana records highest economic
growth in region during pandemic
GUYANA, though not exempt
from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, has managed to overcome the
challenges that accompany this dreaded
malady, recording the highest cumulative economic growth in the Caribbean
and Latina American region, according
to the World Bank.
Having considered the economic
performance of countries during the period 2019-2021, the World Bank determined that Guyana recorded cumulative
economic growth of 72.03 per cent.
The closest nation behind Guyana
is Nicaragua, which recorded cumulative economic growth of 7.53 per cent.
Guyana’s prospects remain positive, as it was reported that the country,
driven by increased production in
Guyana’s burgeoning oil and gas sector
and projected improvements in the performances of traditional mining and
construction, is on course to growing by
47.5 per cent and 7.7 per cent in the nonoil economy, in 2022.
This economic performance will
follow growth rates of 19.9 per cent and
4.6 per cent recorded at the end of 2021,
despite the persistence of COVID-19, as
well as the impact of floods. With this
rate of overall growth, Guyana is likely
to be amongst the fastest growing
economies worldwide.
The resilience of the country’s
economy is being demonstrated as the
country continues to progress despite
grappling with the effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic, and, more recently, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
“Our economy is becoming
stronger; it is rebounding from the twoyear-long effects of the coronavirus pandemic. Businesses, both local and
foreign, are capitalising on the unfolding
opportunities and, in the process, generating jobs and providing incomes for our
citizens,” President Dr. Irfaan Ali had
said in a recent address to the nation.
Based on Budget 2022- the country’s largest to date- the government intends to enhance its approach to
stimulating growth in various economic
sectors.
The government’s action comes at
a time when the World Bank is reporting

Brian Tiwarie, OMC, AA - CEO

Cumulative economic growth since the onset of the pandemic (World Bank)

that economies in Latin America and the
Caribbean are on track to recover from
the COVID-19 crisis.
Although the projections are promising for this region, the World Bank
said: “… the scars of the pandemic remain and the need for a more dynamic,
inclusive and sustainable growth is ever
more urgent.”
According to the international financial institution, following a 6.9 per
cent rebound in 2021, regional Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) is expected to
grow 2.3 per cent this year and a further
2.2 per cent in 2023, with most countries
reversing the GDP losses from the pandemic crisis.
“However, these modest projections place regional performance among
the lowest in the world at a time when
the region faces important uncertainties
as new variants of the virus may appear,
inflation pressures mount and the war in
Europe threatens the world recovery. In
fact, regional growth projection has
been revised downward by 0.4 per cent
after the Russian invasion of Ukraine,”
the World Bank wrote.
As a result of COVID-19 in particular, poverty rates rose to 27.5 per cent
in 2021 and are still above their preCOVID levels of 25.6 per cent, while
learning losses could lead to a 10 per

cent decrease in future earnings for millions of school-aged children.
On the positive side, however, vaccination is widespread across the region,
firms are again hiring, and schools are
reopening.
To avoid returning to the low
growth rates of the 2010s, countries in
the region need to examine long-delayed
structural reforms and seize the opportunities offered by a greening world
economy, the World Bank advised.
“We are in a global context of great
uncertainty that could impact the postpandemic recovery. In the long term,
however, the challenges of climate
change will be even more pressing,
which forces us to urgently move to a
growth agenda that is greener, more inclusive and that raises productivity,”
Vice President for Latin America and
the Caribbean at the World Bank, Carlos
Felipe Jaramillo, said.
According to the report, growth advancing reforms in infrastructure, education
and
innovation
remain
paramount, and key investments should
be financed through more efficient
spending and revenue mobilisation. But
these much-needed reforms should respond to major forces shaping the global
economy, including climate change.
Over the last two decades, the re-

port highlighted, countries in Latin
America and the Caribbean lost the
equivalent of 1.7 per cent of a year’s
GDP due to climate related disasters and
up to 5.8 million people could be pushed
into extreme poverty in the region by
2030.
Agriculture, the bank said, is likely
to be hit hard, with crop yields decreasing in virtually all countries, and energy
generation stability will be undermined
by changes in the hydrological cycle.
“LAC has tremendous green comparative advantages, offering opportunities for new industries and exports. It
has vast potential in renewable energy,
large resources of lithium and copper
used in green technologies, and a rich
natural capital, all increasingly valued in
a world where global warming and energy security are moving center stage”,
Chief Economist for Latin America and
the Caribbean at the World Bank,
William Maloney, said.
He added: “However, both adapting to climate change and leveraging
these opportunities for diversified and
sustained growth will require improving
the region’s capabilities to identify,
adapt and implement new technologies.”
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Incentives for Guyanese willing to
return home to beneﬁt from growth
WITH Guyana on the cusp of massive development, Guyanese in the diaspora are continuously being urged to
return home, not only to invest, but to
benefit from what their homeland has to
offer.
It was only on Saturday that Minister of Agriculture Zulfikar Mustapha
and Foreign Secretary Robert Persaud
met with Guyanese living in neighbouring Suriname to discuss the many opportunities that Guyana has to offer.
A press statement issued by the Department of Public Information (DPI)
indicated that since the 1970s, some
25,000 Guyanese have settled in the
Dutch-speaking republic, contributing
extensively to several sectors including
agriculture, fishing, construction and
even the oil-and-gas sector.
Foreign Secretary Persaud said the
intention of the outreach to Suriname
was to update the diaspora of the countless opportunities that exist in Guyana.
During the meeting, Guyanese
were also updated on the key developments taking place in Guyana, as well
as the many opportunities that exist for

them to contribute to the country’s ongoing economic expansion.
Minister Mustapha in his remarks,
zeroed in on the advancements in the
agricultural sector, including the wideranging opportunities for local farmers,
as well as the government’s effective approach to tackling the rising cost of
food, largely brought on by the COVID19 pandemic and more recently, the war
between Russia and Ukraine.
The Foreign Secretary, according
to the DPI, said that contributions from
the Guyanese diaspora are critical to acceleration of the development agenda
set out by President Dr Irfaan Ali.
Moreover, Persaud emphasised the
opportunities that have since been secured for Guyanese, by way of the
Local Content Act, which serves as further incentive for persons in the diaspora.
Outside of the landmark legislation, the Guyanese community in Suriname was also updated on the many
other incentives to which they can have
access should they choose to return
home. Many of these benefits are com-

Zulfikar Mustapha

ponents of the government’s Re-migration Scheme.
Ambassador H.E. Keith George,
was also part of the engagement and
will be coordinating through his staff for
follow-up interactions.
It should be noted that even as
Guyana encourages the return of its people from Suriname, the two countries
have been working to solidify relations
at various levels.
Within the past year, extensive engagements between President Ali and
his Surinamese counterpart, Chan-

drikapersad Santokhi, have managed to
chart the way forward with a cooperation agenda, which outlines partnerships
in a number of areas including agriculture, energy, the environment, forestry
and infrastructural integration.
The latter is slated to be advanced
with the construction of the Corentyne
River Bridge, which is expected to
“greatly enhance trade and economic
activities and further cement human and
cultural ties among our peoples,” President Ali said recently.
The Head of State had also pointed
to the importance of private sector cooperation to the success of Guyana’s
economic agenda.
Since then, there has been the establishment of a Private Sector Business
Council, a 10-member body comprising
private sector representatives of both
Suriname and Guyana.
The first official council meeting
was held on March 16, and saw the
crafting of an agenda for the next year.
The next meeting is set for May 2022 in
Guyana, after which bi-monthly meetings will be held.
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Berbice to get new airport, hotels in
massive transformation project
PRESIDENT, Dr Irfaan Ali, on
Monday announced that Region Six
(East Berbice-Corentyne) is slated for
massive transformation across all sectors.
The Head of State led a team of
high-level Cabinet officials to Berbice
with the aim of engaging residents,
finding solutions to their problems and
outlining the government’s vision for
the region.
During his first stop at the Drop-in
Centre in Smithfield, New Amsterdam,
the Head of State made a few major announcements.
“We are creating a macro-vision
that will transform this region beyond
recognition, create opportunities for
new jobs, bring sustainable jobs, and
empower people to participate in a
greater way in the economy of this region. That is what we are about,” President Ali said.
The President said that his government has been working on a pathway of
prosperity for every citizen in the region and for every citizen in the country.
“As we speak now, we are evaluating many interests, from the thought
of a deep-water harbour to actually
working on an agreement to having a
deep-water harbour right here in Region Six that will create thousands of
jobs, upstream and downstream,” the
Head of State said.
It was also announced that more
than six proposals for small refineries
in the region have been received.
To supplement the possibility of
refineries and other related projects, the
Guyana National Training Centre will
also be established in the region.
He said that more than $160 mil-

Berbice will see new development that includes hotels, a new hospital and an airport

lion will be spent in “phase one alone”
for the training centre, which will be
used to train young people in the areas
of oil and gas and hospitality.
“These are the real investments,”
President Ali said, adding that Berbice
will also have its own national stadium,
which will be supported by the development of an urban centre.
To this end, President Ali said: “To
support that national stadium, we are
going to build a new urban centre. We
already have proposals for state-of-theart modern hotels, malls, private hospitals and a whole lot more other
commercial activity that will come here

and commence before the end of this
year.”
He also said that plans are in the
pipeline to upgrade the Canje/Rose
Hall aerodrome to make it into a municipal airport, similar to the Ogle Airport on the East Coast of Demerara.
It was announced too that the region will get two call centres. He said
that resources for the construction of
those facilities have already been set
aside and work will commence soon.
This initiative, the President said, will
create hundreds of jobs.
He said that in the region alone,
billions of dollars have been spent

within the last two years to improve the
lives of every citizen.
The President also listed the current developmental programmes, from
road construction to housing, to benefits for the health sector. He said that
all of those things are happening while
his government continues to navigate
global issues, including COVID-19, the
War in Ukraine and the supply chain
crisis.
“Our job is to work with every
single stakeholder to ensure that we
build a region and a country that create
sustainable opportunities for all,” President Ali said.

Palmyra will also see surge of new development
HOTELS, shopping malls and a
hive of economic activities are expected to spring into operations with
the construction of a national stadium
at Palmyra, Region Six, similar to the
Guyana National Stadium on the East
Bank Demerara, Region Four.
This is according to Vice-President, Dr Bharrat Jagdeo, who, at the
time, was addressing members of the
Region Six business community at the
Classic International Hotel and Resort
in Skeldon on Sunday.
The Vice-President told the Region Six business community that the
government has taken all the lands
from GuySuCo around the village of
Palmyra, behind the Indian Arrival
Monument for the stadium. Construction works are expected to commence
before year end.
“We believe that just like how that
stadium serves Regions Three and Four
across the bridge, so too this stadium

can serve Regions Six and Five and can
become a growth pole,” he said.
In the vicinity of the Guyana National Stadium today, there are hotels,
thriving businesses and a university
campus. Mr Jagdeo said that the vision
is to have a similar plan for the area
where the stadium at Palmyra will be
built.
He also noted that the government
has received several proposals for hotel
development in Region Six, and
pointed out that these investments will
support the government’s efforts to
drive growth and generate jobs in Region Six.
President, Dr Irfaan Ali, who led a
Cabinet outreach in Region Six on
Monday, also spoke about the plans to
build the stadium at Palmyra while addressing a gathering at the Drop-in
Centre in Smythfield, New Amsterdam.
“To support that national stadium,
we are going to build a new urban cen-

Bharrat Jagdeo

tre. We already have proposals for
state-of-the-art modern hotels, malls,
private hospitals and a whole lot more
other commercial activity that will
come here and commence before the
end of this year,” a release from the Office of the President quoted President

Ali as saying.
The President also said that plans
are in the pipeline to upgrade the
Canje/Rose Hall aerodrome to make it
into a municipal airport, similar to the
Ogle Airport on the East Coast of Demerara.
In addition, two call centres will
be built in the region; resources for
their construction have already been
budgeted and the President said work
will commence soon. This initiative, he
said, will bring hundreds of jobs to East
Berbice-Corentyne.
During the past two years, he said,
billions of dollars have been spent to
uplift the lives of the people of Region
Six. Similar investments have been
made in the other regions.
“Our job is to work with every single stakeholder to ensure that we build
a region and a country that create sustainable opportunities for all,” the President emphasised.
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Int’l Agri-Forum set for May in Guyana
Twenty international companies
have already signalled their interest in
participating in the highly anticipated
Agri- Investment Forum and Expo, set
to open at the Arthur Chung Conference
Centre (ACCC) on May 19 to 21.
Apart from the global entities, 33
regional and 53 local companies, and at
least four global institutions are also on
board to date.
President Dr. Mohamed Irfaan Ali
made this announcement on Friday, during the official launch of the event at the
ACCC.
The President said the event will
also see the participation of key stakeholders travelling from as far as the
United Arab Emirates (UAE).
“In the UAE we have been able to
secure in attendance at this forum, four
of the largest buyers and distributors of
food and agriculture products. They will
be coming here to be part of the expo to
look at the opportunities,” he noted.
The president said the renowned
entrepreneurs are known for their investments in the agriculture potential of
countries. He said they usually put
money into projects and derive the product as an output.
“What are they targeting? Coffee,
cocoa, spices, sugarcane, these are some
of the target areas that they are looking
at and they are all confirmed.”

More than 100 local and international companies are on board for the Agriculture Forum in Georgetown

Further, the Head of State emphasised that CARICOM’s vision to reduce
the region’s food import bill by 25 percent by 2025, is being recognised in
every corner of the globe, “…to the extent that the Minister of Finance, this
week, was able to get the full commitment of IDB Invest to be part of the 25
by 2025 vision. Not only would they be
part of the vision, but they would be part
of the expo,” Dr. Ali also announced.
IDB-Invest, is a multilateral investment institution that is an independent
affiliate of the IDB Group. It is known
for investing in small and medium-size
private projects, either directly or
through equity funds.

Indian High Commissioner to
Guyana, Dr. K. J Srinivasa is on board to
provide technical assistance for the agriculture expo. Support will also be provided through the European Union (EU)
to Guyana.
President Ali said addressing the
issue of food security is multifaceted in
nature, noting that it is more than just
producing the food. It includes financing, technology, partnership, shared responsibility and inclusion of both
women and youths.
“We cannot do this without the private sector, we cannot do this without
each other, the region must understand
that we are all partners in this, we can’t

restrict each other, and we can’t be barriers to each other. For it to be successful, we have to facilitate each other. We
must have a win-win scenario and that is
what we want to create,” Dr. Ali highlighted.
The Guyanese leader said the aim
of the region is to build a victorious food
system. The end result must ensure
healthier food, more cost-effective prices
for the population, and greater economic
opportunities through job creation.
The forum will facilitate intense
consultations between the public and private sectors on investment opportunities.
(DPI)

Guyana gov’t engages Indian investors
PRESIDENT, Dr. Irfaan Ali, and several Cabinet Ministers, on Tuesday,
engaged a group of Indian investors, among whom was legendary Indian cricketer, Kapil Dev, who is also the Chairman of Dev Group of Companies.
The group, led by Dr Ajeenkya Patil, Chairman of the Ajeenkya D Y Patil
Group, also included Chinta Sasidhar, Chairman of the Viswa Samudra Group
and owner of the Krishnapatnam Port and Rajesh Puri, CEO of Dev Features
Pvt Ltd.
President Ali was accompanied by Senior Minister in the Office of the

President with responsibility for Finance, Dr. Ashni Singh; Minister of Housing and Water, Collin Croal; Minister of Public Works, Bishop Juan Edghill;
Minister of Tourism, Industry and Commerce, Oneidge Walrond and Minister
within the Ministry of Public Works, Deodat Indar.
Chief Executive Officer of the Guyana Office for Investment (Go-Invest),
Dr. Peter Ramsaroop and Director of Projects at the Office of the President,
Mrs. Marcia Nadir-Sharma also participated in the meeting.
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LEISURE INN SUITES APARTMENTS
Looking for somewhere to stay in Guyana? We have the best accommodations and service. Available for long and short term
rentals, all units furnished and equipped for self catering

17 Delph street, Campbellville Georgetown, Guyana,
South America. Tel: 592- 226- 8990
LeisureInn@yahoo.com

Come savor a savory meal at
Charley's Caribbean Cuisine

CHARLEY’S
CARIBBEAN
CUISINE
For all your catering
needs

Not sure how much food you need? We’ll help
you suggest the right amount of food to minimize your cost.
Pork free halal foods. Catering for Hindu releigious events, as well as all Caribbean events.

1158 Morningside Ave, Scarborough
(at Morningside)

(416) 282-8608
Fabulous authentic Guyanese food. We can't make
this for these prices. (Grandma is from Berbice
Guyana and knows country Guyanese food - even
she will eat it!) Try the dhal puri and okra / shrimp.
Actual Review from Yellow Pages

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE!
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LCDS 2030 to help unlock multibillion dollar
climate change value of Guyana’s forests
The PPP/C Government’s Lowcarbon Development Strategy (LCDS)
2030 which was launched last year October sets out a clear vision on how the
country will accelerate economic
growth and development in a non-polluting, low carbon way. It outlines how
Guyana will utilize and monetize its
natural resources such as its lush and
pristine forests in a sustainable manner
so as to combat the impacts of climate
change.
LCDS 2030 also outlines how the
government will ensure the country’s
world-class forests, biodiversity, water
and marine resources are valued for the
vital contribution they make to the
health of the planet.
The current draft that was
launched by President, Dr. Irfaan Ali in
late 2021 is undergoing a period of
consultation with citizens on how the
nation can re-double its efforts towards
achieving the outlined vision, the roots
of which can be traced back to 2009.
In 2009, Guyana had launched the
first Low-carbon Development Strategy
from a developing country, setting out a
vision for inclusive, sustainable development, while simultaneously maintaining the country’s forests, about 85%
of the country’s territory, to help meet
some of the most urgent challenges the
world faces.
There is no doubt that Guyana intends to stay true to the vision set out in
2009 which is to create a model lowcarbon economy for the world.
Since 2009 however, local authorities have gained a greater understanding of the outsized contribution
Guyana’s ecosystems make to the
world’s health and economy, as well as
its role as one of the world’s most important countries for biodiversity conservation.
Here are some interesting facts
about the important role Guyana’s
forests play as noted in the LCDS 2030.
• Guyana has the second highest
percentage of forest cover on earth and
is working with partners to sustain
99.5% of that forest while building the
foundation for a new low carbon,
ecosystem economy. Government has
said it expects to tap opportunities to
access a market mechanism for forest
climate services and other ecosystem
services. This will enable Guyana to
store 19.5 billion tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent (the measure used

President Ali addresses the launch of the national consultation on the Low Carbon strategy

for greenhouse gas emissions).
• Guyana has maintained the second highest percentage of forest cover
on earth, with more than 99.5 of the
forest’s 18 million hectares remaining.
Deforestation rates are among the lowest in the world and Guyana is one of
only four countries in the world (and
one of only two in the Amazon Basin)
verified to have sustained a High Forest
Low Deforestation (HFLD) state.

• Guyana is one of four countries
which host the Guiana Shield, one of
the most pristine rainforest landscapes
in the world. The Guiana Shield stores
around 18% of the world’s tropical forest carbon and 20% of the world’s fresh
water.
• Guyana’s forests alone provide
value that is estimated to range from
US$40-US$54 billion annually. Unfortunately, this value is not recognised in

monetary terms. The government is
however, working to monetize the
preservation of Guyana’s forests
through payments from international
partners such as Norway.
LCDS 2030 is currently undergoing a period of national consultation.
Once this is completed, the LCDS will
be finalised and then tabled in the National Assembly.
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Simone Ashley (L) and Charita Chandra play female leads in the latest season of Bridgerton

Diaspora has mixed reactions
to Bridgerton’s Indians
"Have you read Ghaleeb?" Edwina Sharma
asks a suitor vying for her hand in the latest season
of Netflix's hit period drama Bridgerton.
The mention of Mirza Ghalib, a celebrated
19th Century Urdu poet, was one of the show's
many attempts to emphasise the Indian origins of
the heroines, Kate and Edwina Sharma, played by
British-Indian actors Simone Ashley and Charita
Chandra, respectively.
But despite, or perhaps because, of the references - bangles, Indian-ish embroidery, masala
chai, a melodramatic tune from the Bollywood
blockbuster Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham, even a
Hindu wedding tradition - Bridgerton has raised a
fair number of mocking eyebrows.
And, with two brown heroines in early 19th
Century London, it has drawn criticism for being
careless with details and glossing over race and

colonialism. While the Indian diaspora has mostly
welcomed seeing someone who looks like them on
screen, the show has left people in India with mixed
feelings, from amusement to irritation to disappointment.
Even as the diaspora grows, and tells its own
stories in Hollywood and on Netflix, Amazon,
HBO and Hulu, Western shows nevertheless seem
to rely on easy stereotypes when it comes to representing India itself.
The diaspora has praised showrunner Shonda
Rhimes' choice to cast dark-skinned Indian-origin
women as the show's heroines. Some were amused
by how the script used words from different languages - didi (Hindi for sister), bon (Bengali for
sister) and appa (Tamil for father) - leaving them
confused as to which part of India the family came
from.

COME FLY WITH US!
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visitors. Get the best air
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Guyana commits to aiding reduction of regional food bill by 2025
Guyana will make every effort to
support the Caribbean Community’s
(CARICOM) vision of reducing its regional food import bill by 25 percent
come 2025, a release from the Office of
the President has stated. The move has
become a necessity, President, Dr. Irfaan
Ali said, given the high impact of global
events on the region’s ability to feed itself during effects on the supply of food
required by Caribbean nations.
The Head-of-State was at the time
speaking at the launch of the upcoming
Agri-Investment Forum and Expo held
at the Arthur Chung Conference Centre
at Liliendaal, Greater Georgetown when
he stressed the “urgency” of producing
more food within the region as a means
of shielding against foreign factors that
affect supply.
Referencing the current war in
Ukraine and its ramification on the
global food supply, the President said
that the consequences of the conflict are
now beginning to take a toll globally.
“We don’t know where the end is, but
what we do know is that every single
global citizen will be affected, and that
is why this (large food import bill) must
come to an end as fast as possible.”
President Ali alluded to the wheat
production capacity of Ukraine and its
aggressor Russia, stating that prior to the
war, they exported more than a quarter
of the world’s wheat. Since the war facilitated the drop in the production of
wheat and other produce, affecting the
global cost and availability, the President
insisted that the time is right for the region to up its agricultural capacity.
As the Head on Agriculture, Agricultural Diversification and Food Security in CARICOM, the President noted
that producing food for the region and
reaching the intended goal is not just
complex but multifaceted. He listed several critical areas, including financing,
technology, partnership, shared responsibilities and the inclusion of women and
youths to not only bolster production but
to make it globally competitive.
“It is about transport and logistics.
It is about niche markets. It is about job
creation. It is about research and development. It is bringing all of these different areas together in unison that will
allow us to achieve this target,” President Ali explained.
He went on to say that moves by

President Dr. Irfaan Ali during his address at the launch of the CARICOM Agri-Investment Forum

the Caribbean are also getting global
recognition. He expounded, “Sometimes
we believe things go unnoticed, but our
vision in CARICOM is already touching
different corners of the globe to the extent that the Minister of Finance (Ashni
Singh) this week was able to get the full
commitment of Inter-American Development Bank to be part of the 25 by
2025 vision. Not only will they be part
of the vision, but they will be part of the
Expo,” the President announced.
He said that the Canadian High
Commission and the European Union
Ambassador have also pledged their support, as well as four of the largest buyers
and distributors from the UAE who
would also be attending the forum. Additionally, 20 international companies,
33 regional companies, 53 local companies and at least four global institutions
have all committed to the Expo to date.
“They will be coming here to be
part of the Expo to look at the opportunities, but more than buying and distribution, they [will] invest in the
agricultural potential of countries.” The
President said, too, that these investors
will put in the capital and develop the

product output, targeting produce such
as coffee, cocoa, spices and sugarcane,
among other confirmed crops.
The President went on to state that
packaging is also an important area for
attracting investment, “…and that is
what the CARICOM Secretariat and the
technical team would be doing. Working
with every single country to package
what we want…we can’t package something, and when investors come, they
take 10 months to facilitate the process
of getting it off the ground. That is not
what we want to achieve,” the President
said.
He posited, however, that the inaugural Investment Forum and Expo is
critical in bringing together leaders,
practitioners, farmers and others along
the value chain. He said, “We as leaders
in CARICOM have tied ourselves to a
timeframe. That should tell you how serious we are about this. We didn’t leave
this as an open-ended discussion. We
have tied ourselves to that timeframe.
We now look forward to the support of
all of you in the region, in the private
sector, in the field of food production
and distribution to work with us.”

As for Guyana, “I want to say to
you, you not only have our commitment
from Guyana; as far as our resources
would allow us, we are going to provide
the financing that is required to help to
support the implementation of this strategy because it is key for all of us.”
The inaugural Agri-Investment
Forum & Expo will be held on May 1921, 2022, under the theme: ‘Investing in
Vision 25 by 2025’. Dr. Carla Natalie
Barnett, CARICOM’s General Secretary, was among the regional leaders
who joined the launch virtually. They included Prime Minister of the Republic of
Barbados, Mia Mottley and Prime Minister, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
Dr. Ralph Gonsalves .
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Guyanese businesses take four top
awards at BIZX in Las Vegas
It is not every day that Guyanese
businesses get to challenge their teams
to compete and showcase on an international stage but for 10 Guyanese business owners, this opportunity came in
the form of the Business and Excellence
(BIZX) forum and award ceremony
2022, held in Las Vegas, USA, last
week.
The International business leadership summit is known globally as a
three-day event packed with business
growth strategies from global leaders
and experts in their field, designed to
help businesses develop their teams and
expand their businesses.
The event also offers businesses opportunities to connect and build a network with thousands of international
business owners and entrepreneurs on a
similar journey.
BiZX has celebrated the growth of
many businesses over the past decade
and this year was no different. This year,
Guyana’s team copped four awards for
excellence in service and business after
competing with companies from across
the Americas.
Guyanese business coaching expert
and Founder of ActionCOACH Guyana,
Dr. Vishnu Doerga was awarded the Best

Business Influencer, Fazeena Saudia
Khan of 401 Furniture Store captured the
award for the Best Sales Team, Joshua
Kissoon of Techlify won in the category
of Best IT organisation and Midas BPO
Limited as the Best New Business with
over 10 employees.
Dr. Doerga led the local delegation
of over 25 persons inclusive of business
leaders and coaches to Las Vegas. Dr.
Doerga, who is also the founder of ActionCoach (Guyana), the expert team
training and offering advice to locals on
how to expand their businesses in accordance with the nation’s widening economic scale, said that 10 of his clients
made it as finalists in the awards, this
year.
He noted that, that in itself is a
proud moment for the ActionCOACH
Guyana team.
“BiZX in the Americas recognises
businesses operating from Canada all the
way to Argentina and this year, we had
10 companies that have been selected as
finalists. They are being recognised as
service companies, retail dealers, distributors, importers, producers.”
He noted that for the past seven
years, businesses have been selected annually through his ActionCOACH

Best Sales Team Fazeena Saudia and Keion Smith

(Guyana) franchise to participate in the
business excellence award.
He said, “This year, the 10 finalists
included: 401 Furniture, A. Ally’s and
Son, Camille’s Academy Inc., Dada’s
Grill, Techlify, Everything Makes Craft,
Farfan and Mendes, Global Compliance
Services, Gupta Distribution, and Midas
BPO.”
Dr. Doerga explained that the
forum provides the perfect setting where
many companies can gain global recognition.
He noted that participating in the
award has challenged Guyanese busi-

nesses to take their service and products
to the next level.
“Many businesses work to satisfy
their clients and customers without
recognition for their efforts, BIXZ provides an excellent forum for them to be
recognised and awarded for the services
they provide, and the employment they
create. We believe that if you want to see
businesses grow and employ more people, give them the motivation they deserve…,” the business coach asserted.
He noted that there were over 30
Guyanese companies that were nominated to participate in BIZX 2022.

CRIME & COURTS

Guyanese in B’dos charged with wounding child
A Guyanese woman and her partner, who were living and working in
Barbados under the Caricom Single
Market and Economy free movement
of labour programme, appeared in court
on Friday charged with unlawfully and
maliciously wounding her eight-yearold child.
The 27-year-old woman, a manager, and her 38-year-old boyfriend, a
painter, who reside at Four Roads, St
Philip, pleaded not guilty to the charges
when they appeared at the St Matthias
Magistrates Court before Magistrate
Elwood Watts.
The mother was charged that between August 2019 [and] April 2022,
she did unlawfully and maliciously
wound her eight-year-old daughter,
while her boyfriend was charged with
committing the same offence on the
child between January 2020 and April,
2022.
Prosecutor Station Sergeant St
Clair Phillips objected to bail but after
submissions by the couple’s attorney,

Samuel Legay, they were granted bail
in the sum of $5 000 each and ordered
not to contact the child, who has been
removed from the residence by the
state.

Lifetime restraining
order against
Kitty businessman
Senior Magistrate Leron Daly, on
Monday, granted a ‘lifetime’ restraining
order against a Kitty businessman to
ensure that he keeps 1,000 feet away
from a woman who he allegedly assaulted.
The businessman, Daveanand
Singh, the owner of Brandz2Go stores
was charged on April 1, 2022, at the
Georgetown Magistrates’ Courts for the
offences of ‘Inflicting Grievous Bodily
Harm and Threatening Language’. He
denied both of the charges and was
placed on $400,000 bail.
Singh is being represented by attorney-at-law Bernard DaSilva and the
next hearing of the matter is set for May

6, 2022.
On Monday, the 25-year-old
woman was successful in obtaining the
restraining order against Singh. It was
also ordered that the woman gets her
personal effects.
The woman and the businessman
are known to each other and she was
the manager for his store.
In an interview with another section of the media, the woman expressed
her dissatisfaction with how ranks at
the police station had handled the matter. Those ranks are currently under investigation by the Force’s Office of
Professional Responsibility (OPR) for
allegedly mishandling the case. The investigation, this publication understands, will entail how the ranks went
about seizing the businessman’s guns.
But, the man has since come forward to publicly justify his actions.
Singh claimed that he is a loving
person and that the woman is “own
way”. He stated that on the day he had
assaulted her, she had been rude to him

and he reacted emotionally. His family
even supported him while he was making his claims.
However, CCTV footage of the
ordeal showed the woman being kicked
around the store, slapped and even
placed to sit in a chair and beaten with
a belt. It also showed that the person
who was abusing her was armed with
his firearm.
It can be seen in the footage that
the other persons who were in the store,
continued what they were doing while
a man briefly stepped in to prevent the
woman from being assaulted.
The woman stated during the interview, that she has suffered at the
hands of the businessman for years –
but the only reason she came forward
now is because the most recent assault
was caught on camera.
The interview with the woman has
been viewed by many on social media
and prompted comments from Minister
of Human Services and Social Protection, Vindhya Persaud.
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GAPE makes play for local engineers
to design new Demerara Bridge
The cost for the new Demerara
River Bridge could cost more than
US$43 billion than the previous bridge,
as government remains in talks with another Chinese contractor to Design Finance and Build (DFB) a four-lane
structure, after terminating negotiations
with the lowest bidder earlier this year.
But as several aspects of the bridge
remain blanketed by controversy, the
Guyana Association of Professional Engineers (GAPE) has made it clear that
local engineers are capable of designing
such a structure, which may reduce the
price tag of the project.
In a recent interview with this
newspaper, the President of the Association, Mr. Stuart Hughes explained that
based on reports he has seen, there are
several aspects of the bridge which must
be considered.
He was keen to note that in the absence of the actual requirements from
the government, he understands that the
administration is seeking a hybrid bridge
with box/T beam girder spans, while the
main span is going to feature a cable
stayed structure.
Hughes explained that a “cable
stayed bridge is essentially where you
have one or multiple towers and you
have cables which then hold the deck of
the bridge and you have to balance the
stresses in those cables under various
conditions so that you apply the minimum loading on that tower. It’s a pretty
complex undertaking.”
The engineer said that the new
bridge would require a geotechnical investigation, which local engineers have
the capacity to undertake.
Another aspect of the design would
entail the foundation, and Hughes said
there is local capacity to undertake this.
“There is also the hydrologic modelling
of the bridge, we also have that capability. In terms of the piers, yes we do. In
terms of the girders, we probably do as
well,” he related.

A 3D model of the new Demerara Harbour Bridge

However, as it relates to the main
component of the bridge, which is the
cable stayed structure, the engineer said
that Guyanese may not have the experience in this field. He said that while he
knows of an engineer who had designed
two such bridges before, neither of them
were constructed for different reasons.
He, however, assured that while
this component would perhaps be the
most complicated, he is certain that
Guyanese in the diaspora would have
design and construction experience with
cable stayed bridges.One engineer, who
spoke to this newspaper off the record,
said that if Guyanese design the struc-

ture themselves, the cost for the project
can be reduced significantly.
GAPE has been in existence for 54
years, since 1968, and has about 90
members.
In an interview two weeks ago, the
former Minister of Public Infrastructure,
David Patterson had made a similar
point, while underscoring the need for
the entire bridge contract to be retendered.
Patterson said that he believes local
engineers should be designing the structure, so as to save the country some expenses. “The other route we can take is
to hire an international consultant to

partner with local engineers who build
bridges.”
In substantiating his argument, the
former Minister was keen to note too
that local engineers or consultants would
have to review the design submitted by
the Chinese contractor before it is
granted approval for construction, which
demonstrates local capacity.
On November 1, last year, the Ministry of Finance announced that Cabinet
had granted its no-objection for the Ministry of Public Works to engage China
State Construction Engineering Corporation Ltd. to construct the new bridge.

Top Cop warns Guyanese about Nigerian scams
Head of the Special Organised Crime Unit
(SOCU) of the Guyana Police Force, Senior Superintendent, Fazil Karimbaksh is urging the public to not
fall prey to scams being perpetrated by a number of
Nigerians in the country.
Senior Superintendent Karimbaksh noted on Friday that that there is a sharp rise in cases where suspected Nigerian nationals – some in the country
illegally – and others out of Guyana, who collaborate
with Guyanese in the commission of what is referred
to as “Package Delivery Scams or Romance Scams”
and “Pyramid Schemes”.
In a statement, the SOCU head said that the romance scammers have emerged more prominently
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The scammers target
primarily females via several social media platforms
including Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp and
other online dating sites.

“The modus operandi used by the scammers is to
befriend unsuspecting females via the aforementioned
digital platforms. The scammers create fake profiles
of Caucasian men with luxury vehicles and large sums
of cash to gain the attention of the victims. After communicating with the victim for some time to build trust
with their ‘new friend’ or ‘love interest’, the scammer
promises the intended victim, some form of assistance,” SOCU said in its statement.
The Unit added that this form of assistance is
supposedly a package containing valuable gift items
such as designer clothing, jewellery, televisions, cell
phones, money and other electronic devices. SOCU
explained that the victim is usually contacted by a
local associate of the scammer, confirming the arrival
of the package and requesting their personal contact
and other information.
The intended victim is subsequently contacted

again and requested to deposit money to a specified
local Bank Account or send via a Money Transfer
Agency or the Guyana Post Office Corporation. They
inform the victim that the payment is required to cover
brokerage fees, customs duties, penalties and/or shipping charges for the package, which are supposedly
found on inspection to contain high valued items.
Once the payment is made, the scammers discontinue all contact with the victims who are robbed of
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Moreover, SOCU in its release advised that, “in
the event anyone is approached via Email, Facebook,
WhatsApp, SMS, Dating Sites, etc., and promised
gifts or COVID-19 related financial or other assistance, DO NOT share any personal information, transfer or deposit money into the bank account of persons
you meet online and do not know very well.”
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Former T&T top cop launches
new political party
Former T&T police commissioner
Gary Griffith is promising his party the
National Transformation Alliance
(NTA) will bring about a “tsunami” of
change.
He claimed Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley is already shaking in his
boots.
“If you listen to Keith Rowley’s
comments in his constituency meeting
(in Diego Martin last week), he has already conceded, he has already started
speaking about amalgamation and alliances which is definitely not in the
cards for me.
“I intend to form a political party
based on me speaking to thousands of
persons from different aspects of the society who said they want an independent
political vehicle that can transform the
country,” he said in an interview with
the Sunday Express last week.
Griffith said the debacle that occurred with the Police Commissioner
process is grounds for any Prime Minister to be removed from office.
He claimed Rowley’s focus was on
removing him regardless of what the
country wanted, and cited successful
crime statistics.
“My focus now is to remove him
from his very own seat in his constituency where he is not in touch with
the people,” he said.
Nothing that the PNM held a meeting in Diego Martin last week, Griffith

said: “That is a sign of fear, he is fearful
of what is coming. He knows the
tsunami of what happened in Tobago
(THA election 14-1) is going to happen
in Trinidad and I intend to lead that battle straight into the belly of the beast and
take him on his own battle ground of
Diego Martin West and all the other
seats in the local government election.”
The country, he said, has been
longing for proper governance and leadership.
“This is not about Gary Griffith,
it’s not a one-man show, this is going to
be a powerful team with the best minds
that this country can assemble in every
aspect that will work towards the development of Trinidad and Tobago, and if
there are other entities that would have
the same similar views towards good
governance, we would obviously speak
with them. But this country will have an
independent party that is not going to be
used or split votes to get one of the two
parties into government,” he said.
He said once all the approvals are
given, the party will be launched.
Griffith also provided some history
as to why he feels the time is ripe for
change.
He said on six occasions, a third
political party has been a catalyst towards dictating the results of who goes
into government.
“We can go back to 1981 when the
ONR (Organisation for National Recon-

Gary Griffith

struction) came as a third party, 1986
when the ONR joined with the ULF
(United Labour Front) to form the NAR
(The National Alliance for Reconstruction), it was an annihilation for the
PNM, in 1991 the NAR went on their
own, they split from the UNC and it
caused the PNM to win,” he said.
“In 2001 when Ramesh Lawrence
Maharaj formed his party, it caused the

PNM to win the Tunapuna seat and we
had that 18-18. Then we move on to
2007 when the COP (Congress of the
People) acquired 147,000 votes, it allowed PNM to win 25-16, when the
COP joined with the UNC in 2010 it
was an annihilation for the PNM,” he
said.
Griffith said a third force had impact in six out of the last ten general
elections, which shows “that anytime
there is a third political force that is very
well structured and organised, it becomes the catalyst to decide the results
of the election, so that is fact. “No one
can deny it.”
He said it is unfortunate when people believe the third party can be used as
an avenue to split votes to cause PNM
to win or to join with the UNC to cause
an amalgamation that the UNC can use
to get into government.
“This time there is a massive difference. You would have seen third parties rising in numbers from the ONR in
1981 getting 91,000 votes, ten years
later with the NAR it got 127,000, 15
years later the COP in 2007 got 147,000,
so it is obvious there is an easy 250,000
that will be willing to support a bridge
constituency,” he said.
He said the NTA will comprise a
team of the best people with integrity
and ability as he urged those aboard to
come back home and those at home to
come on board.

T&T saw huge rise in domestic violence in 2021
Assault by beating, verbal abuse,
malicious damage and breach of protection orders are the most common
offences associated with domestic violence, and have increased in Trinidad
and Tobago by over 30 per cent in
some cases.
The increase has led to services
such as domestic violence shelters and
helplines reaching capacity.
These are the stark realities which
Social Development Minister Donna
Cox presented on Wednesday night
during the Family Planning Association of Trinidad and Tobago’s (FPATT)
virtual annual general meeting and report to the nation, with the theme,
“Gender-Based Violence in the time of
Covid”.
Based on data from the National
Domestic Violence Registry, Cox said
the restrictive measures and socio-economic effects associated with the pandemic have resulted in an increase in
the incidents of domestic violence.
“Assault by beating doubled in

2021, from 450 reported cases in 2019
to 865 in 2020, and was already close
to 865 in March 2021. Sadly, it must
be noted that these are only reported
cases.
“This is the shadow pandemic
growing amidst the Covid-19 crisis,
and there is certainly the need for a
global collective effort to bring it to an
end. As Covid-19 cases continue to
strain health services, other services,
such as domestic violence shelters and
helplines, have reached capacity,” Cox
said.
Cox noted that despite the increased global awareness of the need
to address gender-¬based violence, its
prevalence is difficult to often determine, especially in light of the large
number of cases that go unreported.
“I can tell you that in the not-toodistant future, the ministry will be
launching its own suicide prevention
and crisis hotline to be manned by
fully trained personnel. The plan to
launch this hotline was conceived with

the clear understanding that the hopelessness often felt by those affected by
gender-based violence can result in
suicide,” Cox said.
President of the Family Planning
Association of Trinidad and Tobago
Prof Rose-Marie Belle Antoine delivered the FPATT’s report to the nation,
saying it is important the interconnectedness of the concerns around sexual
reproductive health and gender-based
violence is understood.
Antoine further noted that despite
FPATT’s contribution to reproductive
health services, financial challenges
persist.
“We are still relying on donor
funding to meet our strategic objectives, and we are grateful for it but it is
becoming more difficult, and I acknowledge and am grateful for Government’s continued critical support
and subvention,” Antoine said, adding
that despite FPATT’s ability to attract
donors, the organisation has had to
change direction.
Donna Cox
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T&T Gov’t aware of challenges
facing consumers: Trade Minister
THE Government is not “disconnected” from the pressures of rising food
prices and has been working to bring relief to the population, T&T Trade Minister Paula Gopee-Scoon said on
Monday.
She was addressing the opening of
Massy Stores’ newest supermarket in
Central and the largest in the country—
representing a $100 million investment
at Brentwood, Edinburgh, that employed
around 500 people during the construction phase and will operate with a staff
of around 100 people.
Gopee-Scoon said “food prices
have been escalating globally on account
of myriad factors including continuing
disruptions to global supply chains due
to the Covid-19 Pandemic and the Russia/Ukraine conflict, increases in shipping, logistics and freight costs, rising
fertiliser and energy prices, and adverse
weather conditions”.
The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation’s (FAO) Food Price
Index, which tracks the international
prices of various food items such as cereals, meat, vegetable oils, dairy products and sugar, averaged 98.1 in 2020 to
125.7 in 2021, accounting for a 28.13
percentage increase, she said.
She said the Government is currently implementing an Agricultural
Stimulus Package through its Roadmap
to Recovery plan, targeted at “reducing
the food import bill and improving food
security”.
She added, “Regrettably, we are
still placing much too high a reliance on
imported goods. It is critical that we
begin to grow our own food. However,

T&T Trade Minister Paula Gopee-Scoon

while government driven, it must also be
citizen engaged.”
Gopee-Scoon said last Friday, the
food price index published by the FAO
averaged 159.3 points in March, up 12.6
per cent from February, when it had already reached its highest level since its
inception in 1990.
“While the Government cannot
change these external factors which are
beyond our control, we have been working pro-actively to monitor and address
rising food prices to bring some relief,”
Gopee-Scoon said.
She later stated: “The Government
is not disconnected from the reality that
households are feeling the pinch and that
rising prices on both food and non- food
items are putting the pressure on household budgets but the response has to be

a collective one.”
Gopee-Scoon recalled the zero-rating of basic food items, where Value
Added Tax (VAT) was removed on an
expanded list of food items as announced in the Fiscal 2022 National
Budget Presentation.
“The Central Bank’s March 2022
Monetary Policy Announcement has
confirmed the positive impact of this
measure in mitigating the full impact of
basic food price increases,” GopeeScoon said.
Other measures include the suspension of the Common External Tariff on
basic food items, the roll out of an Agriculture Stimulus Package, strengthening
linkages between Industry and Agriculture to promote greater synergies between industry and the domestic

agriculture sector and the implementation of a Food Price Monitoring Mechanism by the Consumer Affairs Division,
she added.
“The Government continues to
monitor worldwide and local trends in
order to bring relief to the consumers in
Trinidad and Tobago,” the minister said.
She said given high food prices, it
is “critical for wholesalers and retailers
to maintain tight profit margins, understanding the difficulties faced by our
consumers”.
Gopee-Scoon underscored the importance of stores like Massy offering
price-saving specials and said “this is
now even more necessary at this time”.
She said the Government remains
committed to the growth of the retail sector and “will continue to assist through
the implementation of a series of measures aimed at ensuring the sustainability
of businesses, including the provision of
an increased supply for forex through
EXIMBANK”.
Gopee-Scoon said the Cabinet had
this week “approved an increase by
US$100 million to the facility for importers and manufacturers for the purchase of basic foods, pharmaceuticals
and other related essential items in response to the Covid-19 pandemic”.
“The new total aggregate amount
approved since inception for this purpose is now US$530 million. Additionally, an increase of US$100 million to
the facility to facilitate allocation to local
manufacturing and exporting companies
was approved. The new total aggregate
amount approved since inception is now
US$450 million,” Gopee-Scoon said.

Man freed of killing wife’s lover
AFTER nine years on remand, a
56-year-old Trinidad man who pleaded
guilty to killing a fellow villager by hitting him on the head with a brick has
been set free by the High Court.
The incident that led to the killing
in December 2013 took place after the
victim, Jagdeo Basdeo, repeatedly
taunted the convict, Enal Gobin, that he
(Basdeo) had been having sexual relations with Gobin’s wife.
Gobin was initially charged with
murder but last month he was allowed to
plead guilty to the lesser count of
manslaughter after a plea agreement was
entered into between his attorneys and
the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP).
At a virtual hearing Monday, Justice Lisa Ramsumair-Hinds said based

on all the circumstances surrounding the
case, she believed Gobin had been sufficiently punished.
While the crime was no doubt one
that was serious in nature and victims of
crime ought not to be blamed, in this instance, it was clear Jagdeo was the one
who was continuously taunted Gobin
even while his wife was present, she
said.
“I recognise the circumstances facing Mr Gobin at that time. Those words
could illicit a temporary loss of self-control for anyone,” said the judge.
The judge said people currently live
in a society where toxic masculinity is
rampant, but while Gobin’s actions led
to the death of another person, she did
not believe Gobin exhibited “the typical
toxic masculinity”.

In determining the appropriate sentence, the judge said there were no aggravating factors to take into
consideration. However, there were a
number of mitigating factors that
worked in Gobin’s favour.
Prior to the incident, he had a clean
criminal record except for a charge of
possession of a small quantity of marijuana; a biosocial report prepared at the
prison showed there was a low risk of
him re-offending; he has strong ties to
the community where he lived in Curepe
and had committed no infractions while
in prison, the judge pointed out.
“At the age of 56, this is the only
one major blot and a major blot it is,”
she said.
In the end, Justice RamsumairHinds ordered that Gobin be immedi-

ately released. However, he was ordered
to sign a bond in the sum of $50,000 to
keep the peace for three years. Should he
find himself in any trouble with the law
during that three-year period, he will be
sentenced to five years’ with hard labour.
In addition, Gobin is to report to a
probation officer for the next three years;
attend anger management sessions and
return to court once per year for three
years with a status report prepared by the
probation officer.
The incident took place on December 30, 2013, while Gobin, his wife and
a group of friends were socialising at a
bar in Curepe when the group was approached by Basdeo.
Gobin and Basdeo began to argue
when Basdeo claimed he had slept with
Gobin’s wife in the past.
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England series win marked
‘huge progress’—Simmons
Head coach Phil Simmons believes
West Indies’ performance during last
month’s Test series win over England,
has signalled huge strides by the
Caribbean side.
West Indies entered the three-Test
series as underdogs but after grinding
out draws in the opening matches in Antigua and Barbados, stunned England by
ten wickets well within four days in the
third Test in Grenada.
Pointing to the batting especially,
Simmons said a maturity had emerged
among that group, reflected in their situation awareness throughout the series.
“I think they have made a huge
[amount of] progress,” Simmons noted.
“I think for us to be able to understand how to bat on last days to save
Test matches and also to be able to understand how we needed to bat in a situation … for two days – something we
haven’t done for a while.
“I think that is progress in itself
and to me that was a big pleasure to sit
down and watch our batsmen just grind
out a session and don’t lose any wickets
and still score 80 runs and little things
like that.
“I think there was a lot of progress
being made during that series.”
Captain Kraigg Brathwaite, adjudged Man-of-the-Series, was the leading scorer on either side with 341 runs
at an average of 88.
He was one of four home side batsmen with hundreds, vice-captain Jermaine Blackwood, Nkrumah Bonner
and wicketkeeper Joshua Da Silva the

West Indies celebrating their victory in the third Test against England in Grenada last month

others to reach triple figures.
The series win followed on the
heels of the white-ball side’s 3-2 triumph also over England in a five-match
Twenty20 series last January in Barbados.
West Indies have continued to
excel in the shortest format more so
than Tests and Simmons said the presence of franchise leagues had contributed to this pace of development.
“The progression will always be

different, from the point of view of the
amount of cricket that’s played,” he explained.
“I think because there is a lot of
learning being done up here as in the international level, the white ball players
have more playing time. Long ago we
used to have playing time in the Counties and in the Leagues so our red ball
team improved a lot quicker.
“Now, there’s a lot more of those
white ball leagues so the ability to do

things in white ball cricket makes them
improve a lot quicker than the amount
of red ball [cricket being played].
“For two years [due to COVID-19]
we didn’t have any red ball cricket [in
the region] except internationals so definitely in that way, the white ball
[teams] will improve quicker.”
West Indies are currently ranked
eighth in Tests, ninth in One-Day Internationals and seventh in T20 Internationals.

Eyes of the world on Guyanese boxing match
As the ‘Road to Redemption’ card
draws closer to April 23rd at the Guyana
National Stadium, all eyes around the
world are focused on Elton Dharry and
Dexter Marques as they strive to bring
the country one step closer to its 9th and
10th World Title.
Top judges and Referees from
Guyana, Trinidad and Panama are set to
officiate in the event which demonstrates
the heightened awareness and status that
this fight brings to Guyana and future of
boxing in the country. The fight will also
be recorded to become a part of a movie
featuring Guyanese boxing legend
Lennox Blackmore.
With the Ministry of Culture, Youth
& Sport firmly in their corner, the promoters Jack Bharat, Elton Dharry and
Nexgen Global Marketing are confident
that this event will set the bar for all future boxing promotions in the country.

An action packed card features a
confident Dharry (26-6) v. Penalba (110) fighting for the WBC International
super flyweight title and Dexter Marques
(19-2) v. Pedroza (19-9) squaring off for
the WBC International Silver Flyweight,
supported by Comedian/Boxer Laured
Stewart seeking to avenge his amateur
loss to Romeo Norville.
Minster of Sport Charles Ramson
has been vocal about his intentions to
bring boxing back to the limelight, paying visits to local gyms and even working out with young boxers, “This is a
sport that does a lot for young persons
and we are pleased to support the event
and extremely happy that 1,000 youngsters will be able to attend the match at
no cost, compliments of the government
of Guyana.”
The Culture section of the Ministry
is developing plans for a halftime show

that will showcase Guyanese music,
dance and culture to the world. Entertainment giant HJ Entertainment, hosts
of the Guyana Carnival is assisting with
this portion of the planned activities.
President of the Guyana Boxing
Board Peter Abdool reminded the reporters that boxing has brought an
Olympic medal to Guyana along with
eight world titles, more per capita than
any other nation, “We produce quality
fighters and now with the strong interest
and support from both the private sector
and government, we feel that boxing will
once again become the guiding light of
Sports in Guyana.”
During his visit to Guyana a few
weeks ago, Dharry paid courtesy calls on
Vice President Bharat Jagdeo and Prime
Minister Mark Phillips and several members of the diplomatic corps to promote
the event that will bring the most atten-

tion to the country since discovery of oil
by ExxonMobil.
Jack Bharat speaking from New
York said, “Since last year we committed
to making this fight a reality and
launched at the Everest Cricket Club
with dozens of local and overseas based
supporters, including Speaker of the
House Manzur Nadir. Our partnership
with Nexgen Global Promotions, HJ Entertainment and Ministry of Sports is ensuring that this dream is fulfilled in the
grandest of fashions and on behalf of our
entire team, we want to say thank you to
all our sponsors and supporters, especially those who are flying in to support
Elton.”
Dozens of sponsors have embraced
the return of boxing and the fight will be
broadcast live on NCN locally and talks
are in process with Claro TV for international broadcast.
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